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Research problem: How to track a target which moves through
scenes featuring several other very similar objects?

We propose:
• Multi-level clustering-based robust estimation for online
detection and learning of multiple target-like regions
(distractors) when they appear near to the true target.
• To distinguish the target from these distractors, we exploit a
global dynamic constraint (derived from the target and the
distractors) in a feedback loop to improve single target tracking
performance when the target is camouflaged in highly cluttered
scenes.
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The proposed algorithm:
i) simultaneously tracks the target and the
distractors using the proposed robust
estimation method;
ii) extracts a global dynamic model from the
relative target and distractor trajectories;
iii) feeds the global dynamic information back to
the single target tracker to help identify the
true target and infer occlusion situations.

        

i) sparsely propagates samples around the target position from the previous
frame;
ii) clusters the propagated samples into two groups (foreground/background
samples) according to their associated matching scores;
iii) clusters the foreground samples according to their spatial distribution;
iv) densely samples each clustered foreground region to perform robust
estimations.





i) creates a global motion regression model of the target and the
distractors;
ii) handles a dynamic number of distractors;
iii) feeds back a global dynamic constraint to the single-target tracker.
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Datasets. We have selected 28 highly cluttered sequences from publicly available
datasets [1-3].

    
We also tested our algorithm on non-cluttered sequences (94 sequences) from
OTB100 [1], excluding the already used highly cluttered sequences.

A. Evaluation of the tracker sub-components

AUC for the decomposed single target tracking algorithm tested in
extremely cluttered scenes. B: baseline algorithm (only colour feature); H:
HOG feature; GDC: global dynamic constraint. (Red: best performance;
Blue: second best performance).

B. Overall performance comparison
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The proposed algorithm incorporates a novel multi-level clustering
method for online detection and learning of target-like contextual
image regions (distractors). To disambiguate the target’s path among
the distractors, a global dynamic constraint is proposed in a feedback
loop to improve the single target tracker. The effectiveness of the
algorithm is demonstrated in the experiments.
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